Jaeger flint lock.........................................#Lock-Jaeger, #Lock-Jaeger-C, or #Lock-Jeager-P
This nice large flint lock is distinctly “Germanic” style, for use on transitional American longrifles
of the 1750 to 1770 era. This lock is made in the USA, by R.E. Davis Co. Intended for use on
“transitional” longrifles, so-called because they fit midway between the early short barreled “jaeger”
hunting rifles, and the classic longrifles we know so well. These medium length rifles were usually
.50 to .69 caliber, with a sliding wooden patchbox.
The frizzen spring is filed to a fancy shape, retained by a hidden blind screw. Crisp flats on the
integral pan mimic and amplify the octagon theme of the barrels used on such guns. This pan has
no bridle arm to support the frizzen pivot screw. Instead, a massive shouldered pivot screw supports the frizzen, which tightly fits the pan.
Fitted with a fly detent, this lock works equally well with set or plain triggers. The big mainspring flexes over its entire length.
We offer two choices of cocks. The wide flat cock is an appropriate choice for early Jaeger
rifles. Our pre-inlet stocks for Edward Marshall and Jaeger rifles accept this lock.
#Lock-Jaeger
Jaeger flint lock, chamfered cock
only $134.99
#Lock-Jaeger-C
Jaeger flint lock, wide flat cock
only $134.99

#Lock-Jaeger-C
Jaeger flint lock
with early wide cock
by R. E. Davis
$134.99
#Lock-Jaeger
Jaeger flint lock
with chamfered cock,
by R. E. Davis
$134.99

#Lock-Jaeger-P
Jaeger percussion lock
by R. E. Davis
$129.99
(not to scale)

Jaeger percussion conversion lock................................... #Lock-Jaeger-P
A percussion version of our popular Jaeger lock, for 7/16” powder drum.
#Lock-Jaeger-P
Jaeger percussion conversion lock
only $129.99
#Drum-75-FL
powder drum, 7/16”, 5/16-24 thread
only $ 2.99
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Spare parts:
Many of these parts are machined and tempered, ready to install.
Others r equire fitting. We honor the warrantee by R. E. Davis Co.
#Lock-Jaeger-Pl
lock plate & pan, 6.0 x 1.02”, with pan $20.99
#Lock-Jaeger-Fr
frizzen, as cast, requires fitting
$19.99
#Lock-Jaeger-Fx frizzen screw, .80”, 10-32, shouldered $ 2.29
#Lock-Jaeger-Fs frizzen spring, finial for blind screw
$17.99
#Lock-1750-Fsx
frizzen spring screw, 6-40, inside
$ 2.29
#Lock-Jaeger-Co flint cock, 1.60” throw, not tapped
$13.99
#Lock-Jaeger-Tj
top jaw, .82” x .99” oval, with .22” hole $ 6.99
#Lock-1750-Tjx
top jaw screw, 12-24, slotted
$ 3.99
#Lock-Jaeger-Tu tumbler, tapped 6-40, cut for fly
$22.99
#Lock-1750-Tx
tumbler screw, 6-40, .50” head
$ 2.99
#Lock-Jaeger-Ms mainspring, tempered
$18.99
#Lock-Jaeger-Msx mainspring screw
$ 2.25
#Lock-Jaeger-Fl
fly detent, long, tempered
$ 9.99
#Lock-Jaeger-Br bridle, as cast, to drill in place
$ 7.99
#Lock-1750-Bx
bridle screw, .50”, .187” head
$ 2.29
#Lock-Jaeger-Se sear, tempered, use 6-40 screw
$15.99
#Lock-1750-Sx
sear screw, .650” long, 6-40
$ 2.29
#Lock-1750-Ss
sear spring
$ 7.99
#Lock-1750-Ssx
sear spring screw
$ 2.29
Upgrade Parts:
#Lock-Jaeger-C-Uprade wide flat cock, assembly
$32.99

